Mitotic response to wounding in goitrous and normal rat thyroid: implications for thyroid growth control.
Thyroid growth in the rat in response to a sustained elevation of serum thyrotropin (TSH) is limited by a progressive desensitization of the follicular cells to the mitogenic action of TSH which is not reversed by withdrawal of stimulation or by reduction of cell number. This study shows that, in thyroids which have reached a 'plateau' of growth, wounding induces a marked local follicular cell mitotic response which is equal in magnitude to that seen in control glands. This demonstrates that these cells, which are refractory to TSH, have not lost the capacity to divide. It is concluded that limitation of TSH-induced thyroid growth is not due to a non-specific loss of mitotic capacity resulting from severe hypothyroidism or goitrogen toxicity, or to an inherent limitation of the number of divisions which a follicular cell can undergo. The implications of these findings are discussed.